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       When I want to treat myself, I will almost always get myself a new
handbag. 
~Coco Jones

[I want to be remembered] as a sweet Christian girl, who was always
loving and kind to everyone. 
~Coco Jones

The main message of this movie [Let It Shine] that everyone will take
away is to believe in yourself. 
~Coco Jones

Singing, dancing, and acting! The part [of Roxie in Let It Shine] was
right up my alley. Plus, the thought of playing a rock star was like a
dream for me. 
~Coco Jones

I like to cook Shrimp Alfredo. It's also my favorite dish to eat! 
~Coco Jones

Determination. You have to be willing to put in the extra time and the
extra practice to be the best. 
~Coco Jones

No matter what responses you get from your work, you have to be
determined not to give up on your dreams! 
~Coco Jones

My daddy. He's so funny! My whole family jokes around a lot. 
~Coco Jones

My earliest memory is of the best Christmas gift ever, a toy train. I
remember riding that thing all through our house. 
~Coco Jones
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Have confidence, do your own thing, find your talent, and work at it to
be the best. And always, always have fun! 
~Coco Jones

My personal wish would be to have my own TV show but, if I could
have anything, my wish for the world is that no one on the Earth would
ever go hungry. 
~Coco Jones

My dad always told me that I could be anything I wanted, if I was willing
to work hard enough to achieve it. 
~Coco Jones

Sometimes it is hard because my schedule is crazy. I am
homeschooled, so my school travels with me. 
~Coco Jones

Signing with Hollywood Records was a dream come true. I am so
blessed to get to do the things that I love to do every day of my life. My
fans can expect to be blown away with the music I'm writing. 
~Coco Jones

I read a lot of summaries about the story [ based on the Cyrano de
Bergerac. ]. I also watched Roxanne, the movie starring Steve Martin. 
~Coco Jones

My parents are the people that led me here. My mom helped me learn
to sing and she travels with me. 
~Coco Jones

I'd love to major in Music. I love what I do, but I want to really
understand it, more in depth. 
~Coco Jones
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My worst decision was not learning Spanish yet. I think it would really
help my business if I could do some of my singles in Spanish or a
Spanish/English mix. 
~Coco Jones

I would have to say the best was when my mom formed a company for
me. I write out all of the checks for my performance business. I get to
see the money I make and how much it takes to do what I do. 
~Coco Jones

I am so laid back that, honestly, I'm in jeans and sweats a lot of the
time. I like Aeropostale and Hudson Jeans. 
~Coco Jones

Performing of any kind: singing, acting, dancing. I also get really excited
during interviews. 
~Coco Jones

I listen to Glee songs a lot. I like their rendition of "Bust the Window Out
Your Car." 
~Coco Jones

I have read some great books recently: "Heaven is For Real," "Bud Not
Buddy," and my favorite, "Tiger Eyes." 
~Coco Jones

My parents have one rule for me: I can't do any of this if I have any C's
on my report card. 
~Coco Jones

I have a great family that loves me, a record deal at 14, and I get to do
what I love every day. 
~Coco Jones
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